Control mechanisms of sphincter of Oddi contraction rate in the opossum.
Our aim in this study is to determine whether extrinsic autonomic nerves regulated spike-burst rate in the opossum sphincter of Oddi (SO) during fasting or after feeding. We implanted electrodes on the distal SO, proximal SO, gastric antrum, duodenum, and jejunum of 20 animals. A cut transection and reanastomosis was done at different levels of the SO to interrupt putative extrinsic or intrinsic nerves, or the SO was painted with phenol to impair extrinsic nerves. Like controls, animals with a cut and reanastomosis at the proximal SO or at the SO-duodenal junction showed a normal fasting pattern of cyclic changes in SO spike-burst rate. In contrast, animals treated by a distal SO cut or phenol treatment at the distal SO lost the normal cyclic pattern of SO spike bursts and had a constant rate of approximately 4/min. A cut through the middle SO uncoupled the spike bursts in the proximal and distal SO. After feeding, all animals developed an SO spike-burst rate of 5-6/min that lasted for several hours. We conclude that the normal fasting pattern of SO spike bursts is regulated by extrinsic nerves that ascend cephalad along the sphincter segment, whereas the sustained increase in SO spike-burst rate after feeding is at least in part hormonal.